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Abstract 
Singh, A.K., Specification of concurrent objects using auxiliary variables, Science of Computer 
Programming 16 (1991) 49-88. 
The role of auxiliary variables in the specification of concurrent objects with multiple inputs and 
outputs is examined. Auxiliary variables needed in a specification are defined through logical 
assertions on the interface variables. Necessary conditions and generic rules for the definition of 
such auxiliary variables are presented. The method is illustrated by specifying a concurrent buffer. 
Based on this specifiL;atton, a number of useful properties of concurrent buffers and systems 
composed of them are derived through formal manipulation. 
1. Introduction 
The formal specification of an object serves as a contract between the user of the 
object and the implementor of the object. Besides serving as a contract, a specification 
should also hide unnecessary details and be amenable to formal manipulation. 
Achieving the right level of abstraction through the hiding of unnecessary details 
is important as it keeps the specification simple, allows the implementor greater 
freedom in implementing the object, and permits the user to utilize an implementa- 
tion in several environments. Ease of formal manipulation is a desired property 
because formal manipulation allows us to deduce properties of the specified object 
and systems of which the specified object is a component. 
In this paper we explore the specification of objects with multiple inputs and 
outputs that we refer to as concurrent o&jects. Concurrent objects are natural 
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extensions of sequential objects to concurrent systems and are important because 
objects may be accessed simultaneously by a number of processes in concurrent 
systems. For example, a concurrent buffer may be accessed simultaneously by several 
producers (or consumers) who may wish to add data items to (respectively, remove 
data . :ms from) the buffer. Modeling such essentially concurrent objects by a 
sequential object introduces needless contention and reduces the efficiency of 
concurrent systems. Specifying concurrent objects is inherently more difficult because 
the specification is usually based on the order in which data items appear at the 
input and the output. For example, a concurrent buffer should produce data items 
at the output in the same order that they were consumed at the input. Dealing with 
the ordering of data items at the input and the output introduces an extra level of 
complexity in the specification of concurrent objects that is absent from sequential 
objects. As a result, achieving the right level of abstraction becomes even more 
important for concurrent objects. 
Equational specification, which has been very successful in the specification of 
sequential objects or abstract data types [3], is not easily extensible to concurrent 
objects because operations on objects can no longer be modeled by a single event. 
Consequently, one has to resort to either histories [S, 7, lo] or auxiliary variables 
[ 1,4,8,11] for the specification of concurrent objects. Histories have been used for 
the specification of atomic registers [7, lo] and atomic objects [S]. However, it is 
difficult to achieve the right level of abstraction using histories as they tend to 
include a lot of unwanted information. This has undesirable consequences in the 
derivation of properties about systems composed of these objects and in the proof 
of correctness of implementations. Auxiliary variables, on the other hand, give us 
the opportunity to define the right level of abstraction by extracting only the 
meaningful concepts. Traditionally, specifications based on auxiliary variables 
hypothesize a set of variables for the object being specified and define the effects 
of various operations on these variables. An implementation of the object need not 
implement these auxiliary variables; it suffices to define an abstraction function from 
the implementation variables to the auxiliary variables and show that the transitions 
of the program variables are in accordance with those specified under this function 
[I, 81. 
In this paper, we use a new scheme for defining auxiliary variables; we define 
them in terms of the interface variables. For example, the current buffer contents 
is a useful auxiliary variable in the specification of a buffer. It can be defined as 
the difference of the data items added to the buffer through the input variables and 
removed from the buffer through the output variables. The main advantage of this 
approach is that it eliminates the need for defining abstraction functions for 
implementations. This is because every implementation has the same interface (as 
stipulated by the specification) and consequently, the auxiliary variables, which are 
defined in terms of the interface variables, are aiso uniquely determined for every 
implementation. The definition of auxiliary variables in terms of the interface 
variables is achieved through logical assertions that define how the auxiliary variables 
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change with each transition of the interface variables. Misra US& such logi- 
assertions to specify a single-input, single-output buffer (we refer to this buffer as 
a linear buffer) and to prove some of its properties in [Ill. The assumption of a 
single input and a single output greatly simplifies the specification of concurrent 
objects as the ordering of data items across different inputs (or outputs) does not 
have to be considered. The specification of progress properties is also simplified 
under this assumption. In this paper, we consider the spectfication of concurrent 
objects with multiple inputs and multiple outputs in their full generality. 
In addition to the hiding of unnecessary details, our specifications are also easily 
manipulable. This facilitates the deduction of the properties of the object and, in 
turn, the properties of all systems of which the object is a component. We illustrate 
this by specifying a concurrent buffer and proving a number of interesting properties 
about concurrent buffers when they are considered in isolation and when they are 
composed with other objects. The proofs are completely formal and based solely 
on the specification of concurrent buffers and the definition of auxiliary variables. 
All of our specifications and proofs are in Unity, a formalism developed by 
Chandy and Misra [2]. We choose Unity because it allows us to compose objects 
and to derive properties of composite objects in terms of the constituent objects 
easily. We present a brief overview of Unity in Section 2. In Section 3, we explore 
necessary conditions for auxiliary variable definitions by logical assertions and 
present generic rules for defining auxiliary variables. We prove that the generic rules 
satisfy the necessary conditions. In Section 4, we present the specification of a 
concurrent buffer by first defining the needed auxiliary variables. In the next two 
sections we argue the adequacy of the specification by proving that a concurrent 
buffer has desired properties. In Section 5, we prove that a concurrent buffer with 
a single input and a single output behaves as a linear buffer, and in Section 6, we 
prove a result about the composition of concurrent buffers. In Section 7, we present 
a simple implementation of a concurrent buffer and show that it satisfies its 
specification. We conclude with a brief discussion in Section 8. 
2. The Unity logic 
A Unity program consists of four sections-a declare section that declares the 
variables used in the program, an always section that consists of a set of proper 
equations, an initially section that describes the initial values of the variables, and 
an assign section that consists of a nonempty set of assignment statements. A program 
execution starts from any state satisfying the initial conditions and goes on forever; 
in each step of execution some assignment statement is selected nondeterministically 
and executed atomically. Nondeterministic selection is constrained by the following 
fairness rule: Every statement is selected infinitely often [2]. 
Examples. The following program assigns the maximum of variables x and y to 
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variable z. Its assign section consists of two assignment statements composed 
asynchronously by 0. 
Program mux 
initially 2 = 0 
a&go 
2:=x if xay 
lz:=y if xsy 
end 
As another example consider the following program which sorts integer array 
A[O..NJ in ascending order by swapping adjacent elements if they are out of order. 
Its assign section consists of N statements, one for every pair of adjacent positions. 
Program sort 
assign 
(Ii : OsicN :: A[i-J, A[i+l] := A[i+l],A[i] 
if A[i]>A[i+ 11) 
end V 
Program properties are expressed using four relations on predicates-unless, 
invariant, ensures, and leads-to. The first two are used for stating safety properties 
whereas the last two are used for stating progress properties. The following presenta- 
tion is based on [ 13). 
Notation. We write quantifications in the format (op x : r.x : t.x) where x is the 
dummy variable, r.x is the range of X, t.x is the term of the quantification, and op 
is an appropriate commutative and associative operator (e.g., V, 3, +). In particular, 
(+i : r.i : 1) represents the number of points at which predicate r.i holds. We assume 
the usual precedence of symbols- ( ), ( ), then function application, then unary 
operators, then arithmetic 
and finally =. 
operators, then arithmetic relations, then A, v , then =$, 
V 
2. I. unless 
For any two predicates p and q, the property p unless q holds in a program iff 
for all executions, once predicate p is true, it remains true at least as long as predicate 
CF is false. It is defined by the following inference rule based on Hoare triples [6]. 
Symbol s denotes a statement in the program of interest. 
(Vs :: {PAT?) s {PVd) 
p unless q 
It is possible that beginning from a state in which p is true and q is false, predicate 
q never becomes true; however, in that case predicate p remains true continuously. 
Property p unless q can be translated into linear temporal logic by using henceforth 
(Cl) and weak until ( U) operators [93 as Cl (p * (p U 9)). 
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Examples. 
(1) The value of x never decreases. 
x=k unless x>S for all k, or 
x a k unless false, for all k 
(2) Philosopher u stays hungry until eatirtg. 
hungry. u unless eating. u 
(3) In Program max, variable retains its old value until it gets max(x, y). 
z = k unless z = max(x, y), for all k V 
Derived Rules. Some derived rules of the unless relation are as follows: 
l Weakening rule: 
p unless q, q*r 
p unless r 
l Conjunction and disjunction rules: 
(Vi : : p. i unless q.i) 
(Vi :: pi) unless (Vi : : p.i v q. i) A (3 i : : q.i) (conjunction), 
(3 : : p.i) unless (Vi : : lpoi v q.i) A (3 i : : q.i) (disjunction) 
l For the case of two pairs of predicates, the rules simplify to the following: 
p unless q, p’ unless q’ 
p A p’ unless (p A q’) v (p’ A q) v (q A q’) {conjunction), 
p v p’ unless (ip A q’) v (ip’ A q) v (q A q’) (disjunction} 
l Corollary 0: 
p A x=k unless (p A x#k) v q 
p unless q 
where k does not occur free in p or q. 
2.2. invariant 
For any predicate p, the property invariant p holds in a program iff p holds 
initially and the program never falsifies p. It is defined by the following inference rule. 
initially p, p unless false 
invariant p 
Examples. 
(1) Variable x is always positive. 
invariant x 3 0 
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(2) An eating philosopher u 
invariant e42ting.u * 
2.3. ensures 
has all the required forks. 
haEf0tks.u V 
For any two predicates, p and q, the property p ensures q holds in a program iff 
p unless q holds (i.e., once p is true, it remains true at ieast as long as q is false) 
and there exists a statement s whose execution in a state satisfying p A lq establishes 
q. It follows from the fairness rule that once p is true, q holds eventually, and p 
holds in all the intermediate states. Property p ensures q is defined by the following 
infereuce rule. 
p unless q, (3s :: {p A iq} s {q}) 
p ensures q 
2-4 leads-to 
The relation p leads-to q, denoted ar; p c-, q, asserts that once predicate p is true, 
predicate q becomes ttue eventually. It is defined by three inference rules. The first 
rule states that if F ensures q holds then so does p I+ q. 
p ensures q 
p-4 
The second rule states that - is transitive, i.e., if p - q and q -t then p - t. 
P-t?, 4-t 
p-t 
The third inference rule states that if a leads-to property holds beginning from 
each element of a set then it holds beginning from the set. 
(Vm : me W : p.m-q) 
(am : me W : p.m)-q 
Observe that unlike p ensures q, p - q does not assert that p remains true as 
long as q is false. Property p - q can be translated into linear temporal logic as 
UP * ej). 
Examples. 
(1) A hungry philosopher u eventually eats. 
hungty.u - eating.u 
(2) If a message m is sent, then it is eventually received. 
send. m I+ teceive.m 
(3) In Program max, 
true - z = max(x, y) V 
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Derived Rules. 
l Implication rule: 
P*4 
p-9 
l Strengthening rule: 
l Weakening rule: 
l PSP (Progress-Safety-Progress) theorem: 
p - q, r unless 6 
per I-+ (qhr) v b 
2.5. Substitution axiom 
: 
The substitutionaxiom allows us to replace an invariant of a program by true 
and vice versa while reasoning about the program. Thus, if I is an invariant and 
we are, required to prove that p unless q holds then it suffices to prove that p A I 
unless q holds. 
2.6. Program composition by union 
Let F and G be programs with compatible declare sections (i.e., the declaration 
of the variables are nonconflicting), compatible always sections (i.e., the two sets 
of equations are consistent), and compatible initially sections (i.e., the initial values 
of the variables are nonconflicting). Then, their composition is a new program 
denoted F 0 G; every section of this program is obtained by a union of the corre- 
sponding sections of F and G. The following theorem, called the Union Theorem, 
follows from the definitions of unless and ensures. 
p unless q in F jj G = p unless q in F A p unless q in G, and 
p ensures q in F 1 G = (p ensures q in F A p unless q in G) v 
(p unless q in F A p ensures q in G) 
2.7. Program composition by superposition 
Superposition is another mechanism to structure programs. Suppose we are given , 
a program F and a statement r that does not assign to any of the variables of F. 
Then, the statement r can be superposed onto program F by combining it with a 
statement s of F to yield an augmented statement s 11 r. Any property mentioning 
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only the variables in F holds in the original program iff it holds in the new program. 
This is referred to as the Superposition Theorem. 
2.8. Conditional properties 
The specification of a program usually consists of two parts-a set of unconditional 
requirements that the program should meet in all environments and a set of condi- 
tional requirements that the program should meet only if the environment meets 
certain conditions. As an example, consider the specification of the mutual exclusion 
problem. An unconditional property of this specification may be that no two 
processes are in their critical sections simultaneously, i.e., 
i( ue A v.e), for all processes u, v, 
where predicate u.e denotes that process u is in its critical section. A conditional 
property of this specification may be that if every process remains in its critical 
section for a finite time then no process starves while waiting to enter its critical 
section, i.e., 
(Vu :: u.e - u.t) --r, (Vu :: u.h - u.e), 
where predicate u.t denotes that process u is outside its criticaf section and predicate 
tch denotes that process u is waiting to enter its c:r:ical section, 
3. Auxiliary variables 
Auxiliary variables have been customarily used either in the prod of programs 
[ 141 or in the specification of programs [ 1,4,8]. Owicki and Gries used auxiliary 
variables in their axiomatic proof technique for proving concurrent programs. In 
this technique, auxiliary variables are defined by referring to a program text and 
inserting assignment statements that modify the variables at the appropriate points 
in an execution 1143. Later, assertions about these variables are used to prove the 
correctness of a program. Since auxiliary variables do not occur on the right-hand 
side of assignments, the correctness of a program that uses auxiliary variables implies 
the correctness of the original program in which auxiliary variables are absent. 
Lamport advocates the use of auxiliary variables in the specification of programs 
in his transition axiom methodology [S]. In this approach, a program is specified by 
a set of state functions, a set of rules defining transitions between the state functions, 
and a specification of the interface. The state functions are similar to auxiliary 
variables in the sense that they do not have to be implemented. A proof of correctness 
consists of demonstrating an abstraction function from the program variables to the 
state functions (i.e., the auxiliary variables) and showing that each transition of the 
program variables is a legal transition of the specification. 
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An alternative to the transition axiom approach is to define the needed auxiliary 
variables in terms of the interface variables. For example, the current buffer contents 
is a useful auxiliary variable in the specification of a buffer. It can be defined as 
/the difference of the data items added to the buffer through the input variables and 
removed from the buffer through the output variables. The main advantage of this 
approach is that it eliminates the need for defining abstraction functions for 
implementations. This is because every implementation has the same interface (as 
stipulated by the specification) and consequently, the auxiliary variables, which are 
defined in terms of the interface variables, are also uniquely determined for every 
implementation. 
The definition of auxiliary variables in terms of the interface variables is achieved 
through logical assertions that define how the auxiliary variables change with each 
transition of the interface variables. Misra used such logical assertions to specify a 
single-input, single-output buffer in [ 111. Extreme care must be used in writing these 
logical assertions as they should not constrain the transition of the interface variables 
in any way. For example, one should not assert that auxiliary variable y should 
always be the square root of interface variable x if x and y are declared to be 
integers because x is then constrained to assume only those values that have an 
integer square root. 
In this section we investigate necessary conditions for the definition of auxiliary 
variables. We .define a generic format for defining auxiliary variables and prove that 
this genetic format satisfies the necessary conditions. Later, we discuss the impact 
of auxiliap variables on the proof of correctness of programs and illustrate the 
discussion with :k small example. 
3.1. Neceswy cmditions 
Suppose that we wish to define an auxiliary variable y in terms of a set of existing 
variables x by a set of logical assertions f. We are interested in the following 
question: when is P an acceptable definition of y in terms of x? 
The first condition on P is obtained by observing that x should be independent 
of y, i.e., the asser&rs in P should not constrain the existing variables x in any 
way. This is because auxiliary variables hould not affect he underlying computation. 
In order to state this condition formally, let Q be any set of assertions on variables 
in x and let r be any assertion on variables in X. Then, we require that if r follows 
semantically from P u Q then it also follows semantically from Q alone, i.e., if 
P u Q I= r then Q P r. In other words, whether r follows from Q should be indepen- 
dent of the assertions in P. 
It is worthwhile to compare the above condition with the statement of the 
Superposition Theorem in Unity. The Superposition Theorem states that an assertion 
that does not mention auxiliary variables is a theorem of the underlying program 
iff it is a theorem of the superposed program. This comes as no surprise because 
program superposition is just another way of defining auxiliary variables. The above 
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condition is also similar to the following inference rule concerning auxiliary variables 
in [143: 
Let AV be an auxiliary variable set for program F’, and p and q assertions 
which do not contain free variables from AK Let program F be obtained 
from F’ by deleting all assignments to the variables in AK Then 
The second condition on P is obtained by noticing the dependence of y on x. 
Because auxiliary variable y is defined in terms of X, y should not change as long 
as x does not. To state this condition formally, let r denote the assertion “variable 
y does not change as long as x does not”. Then, we require that assertion r be a 
consequence of P, i.e., P I= r. Perhaps, this condition is not as indispensable a 
requirement as the first condition, however, in our view it does capture a meaningful 
property of dependence of auxiliary variables on existing variables. 
3.2. Generic rules 
We define a generic format for defining auxiliary variables using logical assertions 
and prove that this rule satisfies the two conditions on auxiliary variable introduction 
defined in the previous subsection. For clarity, we concentrate on the framework 
of Unity; similar rules can be defined for other logics. 
In order to define an auxiliary variable y that depends on a set of variables X, 
we write down two assertions-the first assertion specifies the initial value of y and 
the second assertion specifies how the value of y changes with each change in the 
value of X: 
initially y = a, and (RN 
x=m A y=n I\ hi(x) unlessx#m I\ y=J(m,n,x), 
where predicates bi partition the domain of x and 
functions J are total. (RI) 
The first assertion defines the initial value of y to be a. The second assertion states 
that if the value of x satisfies predicate bi and x changes, then the new value of y 
equals _f;r(old value of x, old value of y, new value of x). The definition of predicates 
bi, functions _t;: and initial value a depend on the particular auxiliary variable being 
specified. For example, in order to define an auxiliary variable that counts the 
number of times x changes its value, we may use the following two assertions: 
initially y = 0, and 
x=m ft y =n unless x#m A y=n+l. 
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In order to prove that the above generic rules satisfy the first condition of auxiliary 
variable introduction, we have to show that for any set of assertions Q and any 
assertion r on variables in X, if Q u {RO, Rl) I= r then Q i= r. We assume the 
antecedent of the proof obligation, Q u (RO, R 1) l= r, and prove that the consequent 
Q I= r holds. 
Let I be any interpretation satisfying Q. Then, we have to show that I also satisfies 
r. This proof is in three steps. First, we extend model I to a model J for Q u { RO, R 1) 
by defining an interpretation for auxiliary variable y. Next, we appeal to the 
antecedent to conclude that J is a model for r. Finally, we restrict J to I and 
conclude I is also a model for r, thus meeting our proof obligation. 
Let interpretation I consist of a sequence of states o, sl , . . . , and an assignment 
function a! that assigns values to program variables in each state. In defining J, we 
keep the same sequence of states and extend the assignment function cy to cy’ such 
that cy’ now assigns a value to auxiliary variable y in addition to other existing 
variables. The assignment of values to y is done as follows. In the initial state so, 
y is assigned a. In every other state s~+~, if the value of x differs in Si and Si+l and 
satisfies predicate big then y is assigned A( m, n, k) where m is the value of x in state 
si, n is the value of y in state Si, and k is the value of x in state Si+l. If the value 
of x is the same in states Si and si+l then y is assigned the same value as in Si. 
It is obvious that J is an interpretation of Q u (RO, Rl}. Therefore, from the 
(assumed) antecedent Q u (RO, R 1) l= r, J is a model for r. Finally, since I is a 
substructure of J and r has an interpretation in I (as r mentions only variables in 
x), it follows that I is also a model for r. This completes the proof of the first 
necessary condition. 
In order to prove that the above generic rules satisfy the second condition on 
auxiliary variable introduction, we have to show that 
RO,Rl I= x=m A y=n un!essar#m 
Proof. 
true 
+ {assertion Rl} 
x=m A y = n A hi(x) unless x z m A y=J(m, n, X) 
+ {weakening} 
x=m A y = n A hi(x) unless x # m 
+ {disjunction) 
x = m A y= n A (3 :: hi(x)) unless X# m 
--r, (predicates 6i partition the domain of x} 
x=m A y = n unless x # m V 
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3.3. Proving programs 
A specification mentions two kinds of variables-interface variables and auxiliary 
variables that are defined in terms of the interface variables. Interface variables 
maintain their identity in any implementation of the specification whereas auxiliary 
variables need not be implemented. Let S be a specification consisting of interface 
variables x and some auxiliary variables. Let T be the logical assertions that define 
the auxiliary variables. Let F be a program that seeks to implement S. Then, in 
order for F to correctly implement S, the external behavior of F with respect to 
variables in x should be in accordance with the behavior specified by S. Formally, 
this amounts to showing that the properties in S follow logically from the program 
F by assuming the properties in T as axioms. In other words, if P is the set of 
properties of program F then we need to show that P, T k S. 
A more direct way of proving that program F meets pecification S is to incorporate 
some of the definitions of the auxiliary variables directly in the text of program F. 
Let y be an auxiliary variable which is completely determined by the transitions of 
program F (i.e., y is independent of the transitions of the environment). Assume 
that y depends on interface variable z and that it is defined by axions Ty. Then, 
for every transition of the program that modifies interface variable z, we superpose 
a statement that defines the modifications to auxiliary variable y in accordance with 
the axioms Ty. Once auxiliary variable y has been incorporated in the program in 
this way, there is no further need for the axioms Ty. In other words, in the proof 
of the modified program, we assume only T - TV as the axioms. 
3.4. An example 
Consider a partial specification of a priority queue Q with two interface variables- 
an input variable w and an output variable r. The environment inserts into the queue 
by writing a data item into w and obtains a data item from the queue by removing 
it from r. In order to ensure that elements are not overwritten, we postulate a special 
data item 0, which represents an empty data item. (Data item 0 is the identity for 
concatenation of sequences of data items, i.e., for all sequences X, (x; 0) = (0; x) = x 
where ; denotes concatenation.) The environment places a new item into w only 
when w = 0, and the queue places a new item into r only when r = 0. Thus, the 
transitions of w from 0 to a non-0 value are made by the environment and the 
transitions of w from a non-0 value to 8 are made by the queue. Similarly, the 
transitions of r from 0 to a non-0 value are made by the queue and the transitions 
of r from a non-0 value to 0 are made by the environment. Assume that the data 
items are ordered by a total ordering <. 
Program Q should ensure that the data item written to r is the minimum of all 
the data items in the queue. We represent his set of data items by an auxiliary 
variable q; it is defined to be a set consisting of all values that have been added to 
the queue but not yet removed. So, we first define two other auxiliary variables in 
and F that represent he set of data items that have been added to the queue (by 
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the environment writing data items to w) and the set of data items that have been 
removed from the queue (by the queue writing data items to I) respectively, and 
define q to be the difference of sets G and r7 The definition of i and ti is as follows. 
(Symbols e, X g denote arbitrary data items including 0 and symbols X, y denote 
sets of these items.) 
l Initially, @ and i are assigned the data item in w and I unless they contain 
null values, in which case they are assigned the empty set. 
initially 
l Each time w 
w=e h 
w#e 
(w=0 * @={}) I\ (wZ0 * rt={w}),and ( A0) 
(r=0 * r={}) h (rz0 * r’=(r)) (Al) 
changes to a non-0 data item, the new value is added to 3. 
iii =x unless 
A ((w=0 * 0=x) h (wf0 + iG=xu(w})) (AZ) 
l Similarly, each time r changes to a non-0 data item, the new value is added 
to i;. 
r=e A r’=x unless 
r#e A ((r=fd * P=x) A (r#@ * i=xu{r})) (A3) 
Based on these definitions auxiliary variable q is defined to consist of the items 
added to w that have not been removed from r. 
q=+r’ (A4) 
The desired property of a priority queue (that the data item produced in r is the 
minimum of all the data items in the queue) can then be stated as follows. 
r = 0 unless (Ve : eeq A e#0 A efw : rCe) (As) 
In order to prove tl2t a given program F is a correct implementation of a priority 
queue, we have to demonstrate that F satisfies property A5. We are free to use 
assertions AO-A4 as axioms in this proof. In other words, if P denotes the properties 
of program F, then we have to show that 
AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, P I- A5 (Aa 
Observe that auxiliary variable i is completely determined by the transitions of 
program F. Therefore, another way to prove the correctness of F is to augment 
program F by superposing statements that modify T appropriately. For example, 
let s :: r := e if 6 be a statement hat modifies r, and hence auxiliary variable i;. 
We superpose the following statement hat modifies r’ in accordance with axiom 
A3 onto statement s: 
C= Fu{r} if bAef(b 
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We also initialize r’ to the empty set. Let F’ be the resulting program. Then, in order 
to prove that program F meets A5, we prove that 
AO, Al,A3, P' t- AS, 
where P' is the set of properties of F'. Hopefully, this proof obligation will be easier 
to prove than A6. 
4.A-tboffer 
A concurrent bufEer is a buffer with multiple inputs and outputs. Figure 1 depicts 
a concurrent buffer CB with input variables w.i and output variables rj, i and j 
ranging over finite sets. Program CB reads from an input variable and writes to an 
output variable. The environment F runs asynchronously with CB; it writes to an 
input variable and reads from an output variable. 
w.i 
CB 
t 
D 
, 
r.j 
Fig. 1. A concurrent buffer. 
The environment F represents both the producers and the consumers; associated 
with every producer is an input variable and associated with every consumer is an 
output variable. On producing a data item, a producer writes the item to its input 
variable. The concurrent buffer reads this input variable and eventually writes this 
data item to one of the output variables. This data item is later consumed by the 
appropriate consumer. Like a sequential buffer, a concurrent buffer is required to 
maintain the order in which data items appear at the input. However, if two data 
items appear simultaneously at the input, then they can appear at the output in any 
order. 
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As in the previous ection, we postulate a special data item 0, which repmen& 
an empty data item. Program F may write to an input variable only if its value 
equals 0; similarly, program CB may write to an output variable only if its value 
equals 0. Program F indicates that it is ready to receive a data item by consuming 
the data in an output variable and setting it to 0; similarly, program CB indicates 
that it is ready to receive a data item by consuming the data in an input variable 
and setting it to 0. 
For convenience, we assume that every data item written by F to the input 
variables is unique. This simplifies the definition of the auxiliary variables that 
capture the order in which data items appear at the input. It is possible to give a 
more general specification (in which such an assumption is not made) by including 
a unique identifier with each value that is written; however, we do not do so here. 
4.1. Defining the auxiliary variables 
In this subsection we define the auxiliary variables that are needed in the 
specification of a concurrent buffer. A concurrent buffer must ensure that each value 
placed in an output variable was earlier placed in an input variable, i.e., the buffer 
does not generate any extraneous data items. In order to state this requirement, we 
define two auxiliary variables, variable in that represents the set of variables inserted 
into the concurrent buffer and variable out that represents the set of variables 
produced by the concurrent buffer. 
In order to define set in, we define an auxiliary variable a for each input variable 
that represents the set of variables inserted into w.i. Set in is then simply defined 
to be the union of sets a. Similarly, we define an auxiliary variable z for each 
output variable that represents the set of variables produced in r-j and set out is 
defined to be the union of sets z. The formal definition of auxiliary variables a 
and r.j is similar to the definitions of $ and r’ in Section 3.4. 
Initially, x and 5 are assigned the data item in w.i and r.j unless they contain 
null values, in which case they are assigned the empty set. 
initially (w.i=@ ---*r Z={}) A (w.i#g --r, a=(w)), and 
(Kj=0 * G={}) A (Kjzfl* G=(t)) 
Each time w.i changes to a non-0 data item, the new value is added to a. 
w.i=e A w.i=x unless 
w.i#e A ((w.i=fl * w.i=x) A (w.i#@ * Z=xu{w.i))) 
Similarly, each time r.j changes to a non-0 data item, the new value is added 
to z. 
rj = e A 5=x unless 
r.j#e A ((r.j=g =3 Fj=x) A (r.j#(d * +Xu(@)) 
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Based on the above dell&ions, sets in and out are defined to be the union of all 
the i&put sets w.i and the output sets 3 respectively: 
Observe 
iR=(e1(3i :: e&$}, and 
oW={e(@j :: e+)} 
that sets a, 3, irr, and out are monotonically increasing. Moreover, 
w.i#(b a w.iEa, and 
&l=x h (3 :: w.i = 0) unless XC in 
AnaIogous properties can be stated for rJ and out, 
Much like a sequential bufIer, a concurrent buffer has to preserve the ordering 
of data items. If a data item e is consumed by the buffer before another data item 
f appears at the input, then e should be output before f: In order to define the 
ordering of data items, we define two auxiliary relations 4”’ and 4’“’ on data items; 
e +“f holds iff data item e is consumed from the input before data item f appears 
at the input and e 4-f holds iff data item e is produced at the output before data 
itemf appears at the output. Before we define these predicates formally, we introduce 
some notation. 
NeWon. Symbol w denotes the vector of input variables w-i; m is a vector of data 
items of the same dimension such that for any 4 m.i is the value corresponding to 
w.i Symbol 6 denotes a two-dimensional vector of booleans of the same dimensions 
as relation eti, and ei” = b denotes (Ve, f : : e d”f= b,f ). 
The formal definition of auxiliary relation 4” is as follows: 
0 
l 
Initially, the relation is empty. 
initially (Ve, f : : i(e 4f)) 
Predicate e +“f is set to true when data item e appearing in one of the input 
variables w-i is consumed by the buffer (by setting w.i to 0) and data item f 
has not yet appeared ig the input (i.e., in the set in). Once e &f becomes 
true, it remains true. 
w=m A d”=b unless 
w#m A (Ve, f :: e4” f = 
(be. v ((3 : : w.i=@ n m.i=e h e#@) A f6Zin))) 
The definition of relation &“’ is similar to that of ei”. Predicate e g”“‘f is false 
initially and is set to true when data item e is produced in one of the output variables 
r$ while data item f has not yet appeared in the output. 
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initially (Ve, f :: l(e @“‘f)), and 
r = m A *Our = b unless 
r#m A (Ve,f:: e&@f = 
(b,,v((3i :: cj= e h tnj=0 A e#0) h fthw))) 
definition, we can assert he following property about 45 Based on the above ( 
e E out A f E ovt * 4 aourf 
The analogous property for 4”, 
eEin A fein * e4”f 
does not hold because the precedence atthe input is determined by the instant when 
a data item is removed from (not added to as in the case of 4’“‘) the input variables. 
Next, we prove an important property of relations 4’” and 4’“‘. 
4.2. Relations 4’” and *Out are partial orders 
We prove here that relation 4’” is an it-reflexive partial order. (The proof about 
* Out is similar and skipped for brevity.) We have to prove the following two 
conditions for all e, f, g: 
(irreflexivity) l(e 4” e), and 
(transitivity) e&f A f eing * e*‘“g 
Observe from the definition of & that for any data item e, predicate 4’” f changes 
only when data item e is removed from one of the input variables. In order to 
capture this property we define a predicate q.e as follows: 
w = eEin A (Vi :: w.i#e) 
Predicate q.e is true iff data item e is in the input set in and has been removed from 
the input variables. Thus, predicate q.e transits from false to true if the instant data 
item is removed from the input variabies. Predicate 4’” f changes only if the instant 
predicate pe transits from false to true. We state (without a proof) the following 
properties concerning q.e and &‘: 
e dnf * q.e, 
iq.e unless q.e A (Vf :: ed* f = f E in), 
q.e A e dn f unless false, and 
“f) unless fake 
Based on these properties, the proofs of irreflexivity and transitivity are as follows: 
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Proof of irreflexivity. 
iq.e unless q.e A (e gin e = e L in) , 
iq.e unless q.e A i(e dn e) 9 
q.e A l( e ein e) unless false 9 
iq.e v i( e dn e) unless false 3 
7q.e * i(e <‘“e) 9 
i( e dn e) unless false 9 
initially i( e ein e) 9 
invariant i(e <in e) Y 
Proof of transitivity. 
property of q.e and ein 
q.e * eE in 
property of q.e and gin 
disjunction 
property of q.e and ein 
substitution axiom 
definition of 4’” 
definition of invariant V 
(0) 
(1) 
1q.e unless q.e A (e dn f = f % in) n (e 4” g = g rz! in) 
property of q.e and <in 
iq.e unless (q.e A (e dn f * e ein g)) v’ (fE in A gE in) 
weakening 
iq.e unless (q.e A (e dn f*e dn g)) v &q.f A gc in) 
,fEin*iq.f 
iq.f unless q.f A (f dn g = g& in) 9 property of q.f and ein 
g E in unless false 9 monotonicity of in 
iq.f h g E in unless q.f A i( f -dn g) , conjunction 
q=f A --I( f -dn g) unless false property of q.f and ein 
(1q.f A g E in) v (q.f A i( f dn g)) unless jhlse 
9 disjunction 
q.e A i(e 4” f) unless false 9 property of q.e and ein 
_> Y I\ e <in a1 g unless false 9 property of q.e and ein 
q-e A (e Sin f + e -dn g) unless false , disjunction 
1q.e v (e dn f * e -dn g) unkss 1q.f A g E in 
disjunction with (0) 
lq=e v (e ein f * e dn g) V (l&&f A g’c in) V 
(q.f A i( f =C g)) unless false Y 
initially i(e ein f) 9 
invariant 1q.e v (e -dn f * e -dn g) v 
(1q.f. A gcin)v(q.f A l(f -dn g)) 
invariant 1q.e v 7q.f v ((e 4” f A f 4’ 
disjunction with (I) 
definition of -@ 
4 
1q.e * l(e dn f) and lq.f + l(f dn g): 
invariant e ein f A f 4’” g * e -dn g , 
definition of invariant 
g) * e ein g) 
substitution axiom 
property of q.e and ein 
substitution axiom V 
4.3. Specification of a concurrent bu#er 
We use the auxiliary variables defined earlier and specify a concurrent buffer of 
size M with K inputs. We assume that the input variables are a part of the size of 
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the concurrent buffer; consequently, M 2 K. We refer to (M - K ) as the internal 
capacity of the concurrent buffer. As before, CB denotes the concurrent buffer being 
specified and F denotes the environment hat the concurrent buffer interacts with. 
The specification is in two parts. The first part consists of unconditional properties 
that assert that program CB performs the correct interface transitions. The second 
part consists of a conditional property that asserts that provided the environment 
F behaves correctly, program CB behaves as a concurrent buffer. For ease of 
specification, we assume that non-0 empty data items and 0 are ordered by a partial 
order < defined as follows: 
e<f 5 e=0 A $#0, for all e andf 
The first unconditional property states that all the output variables of a concurrent 
buffer are initially empty. 
initially (Vj : : r.j = 0) in CB (SO) 
The second unconditional property states that a concurrent buffer does not write a 
non-0 data item to an input variable. 
(Vi :: w.i= e unless w.i < e) in CB (SO 
The third unconditional property states that 
item to an output variable only if it is 0_ 
a concurrent buffer a non-0 data 
(Vj :: r.j = e unless e < r.j) in CB 62) 
All the above properties can be satisfied by a concurrent buffer irrespective of the 
behavior of an environment. For the other properties, however, we must assume 
that the environment behaves correctly. As an example, consider the property that 
the concurrent buffer does not generate any extraneous data items, i.e., out C in. A 
concurrent buffer can meet this property only if the environment does not write 
non-0 data items to the output variables. Let CB.hypo represent the assumptions 
that a concurrent buffer makes about the environment (e.g., F does not write a 
non-0 data item to an output variable) and let CB.conc indicate the properties that 
a concurrent butier should satisfy when placed in such an environment (e-g., 
out c in). Then the conditional property is written down as follows: 
(VF :: CB.hypo in F 3 CB.conc in CB 0 F). (SSj 
We define CB.hypo and CB.conc next. 
The first property that an environment F should satisfy is that it should writi’a 
non-0 data item to an input variable only if it is 0. 
(Vi :: w.i= e unless e < w.i) 
The second property of the environment is that it does not write a non-0 data item 
to an output variable. 
(Vj : : r.j = e unless r.j < e) 
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The final property of the environment is that it does not write any duplicate data 
items in the input variables. 
e E w.i A e # w.i unless j&e, for all i and e, and 
w.inw.k={),forall i& 
The first property ensures that there are no duplicates in the same input set and the 
second property ensures that there are no duplicates across different input sets. 
A concurrent buffer of size Al should satisfy a number of properties when placed 
in an environment satisfying CB.hypo. The first property is that the concurrent buffer 
does not generate any extraneous data items. 
The second property of a concurrent buffer is that the number of data items stored 
internally in the concurrent buffer does not exceed its internal capacity. Since the 
internal capacity of a concurrent buffer of size M and K inputs is M - K, and the 
number of data items stored internally equals 1 in I- lout I- (+ i : w. i # 0 : l), this 
property is stated as follows. (I VI denotes the size of set V.) 
(it+low+(+i : w.i#Q : 1)s M-K 
Because (+i : w.i # 0 : 1) s K, it follows as a consequence of the above property that 
linl s loutI+ M 
The third property of a concurrent buffer is that the concurrent buffer does generate 
any duplicate data items. 
e E 3 A e # rJ unless false, for all j and e, and 
Fjnr.k=( ), for all& k (C2) 
The fourth property of a concurrent buffer is that it preserves the precedence of 
data items, i.e., if data item e is removed from the input before data item f appears 
at the input (thus making e eifl f true), then f does not appear before e at the output. 
i(e *O”‘f A f 4” e), for all e, f (C3) 
We do not require the stronger condition “if e precedes f at the output then e also 
precedes f at the input” because data items that appear simultaneously at the input 
should be allowed to appear at the output in any order. In the same vein we do 
not require the stronger property e *in f * e %““‘f because we wish to allow an 
implementation in which data items that precede one another at the input appear 
simultaneously at the output. 
So far we have only discussed safety properties of a concurrent buffer. To be 
useful, a concurrent buffer should also satisfy some progress properties, specifically, 
it should read data items from the input and produce data items at the output 
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whenever possible. The first progress property states that if the concurrent buffer is 
not empty and there exists an empty output variable then the concurrent buffer 
eventually produces a data item at the output. 
Observe that we have not asserted local progress with respect o each output variable, 
only global progress with respect to the whole set of output variables. In general, 
it is difficult to assert simple local progress conditions because different output 
variables contend for the same set of data items. In order to assert local progress 
conditions for each output variable, we have to resort to conditional properties and 
assert a property like “if the environment adds data items continuously then the 
concurrent buffer produces data items at each output variable continuously.” For 
simplicity, we have avoided such conditional properties. 
The second progress property states that if the number of data items stored 
internally is less than the internal capacity and there exist nonempty input variables 
then eventually the number of nonempty input variables changes (either by the 
environment adding a data item or by the concurrent buffer consuming a data item). 
(+i : w.i#Q) : l)=n A n>O A lit+lou?J-n<M-K * 
(+i : w.i#fl : l)#n W5) 
We could have asserted a stronger condition requiring that if the concurrent buffer 
is not full and there exist nonempty input variables then eventually the concurrent 
buffer consumes a data item from the input. Stating this condition, however, requires 
defining a new auxiliary variable that counts the number of data items consumed 
by the concurrent bu@er. We prefer the weaker condition for simplicity. Once more, 
we have chosen to specify a global progress condition rather than a local progress 
condition. The set of properties CB.conc consists of six properties-CO, Cl, C2, 
C3, C4 and C5. This completes the specification of a concurrent buffer. 
5. Testing the adequacy of specifications 
Deciding whether a given formal specification is adequate is a difficult task as it 
usually involves transcending the formal framework. Howe\ _c, one way to test the 
adequacy of specifications while staying within the formal framework is to prove 
that any object satisfying the given specification meets all the properties expected 
of the object. There are two kinds of properties of objects that are of particular 
interest-properties that are based on the natural hierarchy of objects and properties 
that are based on compositionality. To clarify, let S be a specification of some object 
B. Let object P be a slAe!izatir?n 1Lfl op obj?p~f A and a generalization of object C. 
Suppose, R and T are previously known specifications of A and C respectively. 
TAen, one way to test the adequacy of S is to show that S 3 R and T * S in 
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the logical framework. For example, a priority queue is a specialization of a 
sequential buffer. Therefore, we should be able to show that the given specification 
of a priority queue implies the specification of a sequential buffer. 
Another way to test the adequacy of specifications is to consider the specified 
object as a component in a system consisting of other objects and show that the 
system has the desired properties. For example, we know that the concatenation of 
sequential buffers of sizes A4 and N produces a sequential buffer of size M + N 
Therefore, a given specification of a sequential buffer can be tested by constructing 
LL proof of this property based on the given specification. 
There are a number of ways to test the adequacy of the concurrent buffer 
specification presented in the previous section. We examine some of them next. 
(1) A single-input, single-output concurrent buffer should be equivalent to a 
linear buffer as specified by Misra [ 111. Therefore, the specification of a linear 
buffer should imply and follow from the specification of a concurrent buffer 
reduced to the case of a single input and a single output. 
(2) A single-output concurrent buffer with zero internal capacity should be 
equivalent o a Merge process that nondeterministically merges the data items 
appearing at its inputs to its output. Similarly, a single-input concurrent buffer 
with zero internal capacity should be equivalent to a Spray process that 
nondeterministically sprays the data items appearing at its input to its outputs. 
(3) The concatenation of a Merge process with K inputs, a linear buffer of size 
L, and a Spray process with M outputs should satisfy the specification of a 
concurrent buffer with K inputs, M outputs, and size K + L. Similarly, the 
concatenation of a single-output concurrent buffer with K inputs and size L 
with a single-input concurrent buffer with M outputs and size N should 
satisfy the specification of a concurrent buffer with K inputs, M outputs, 
and size L+ N. 
(4) The juxtaposition of a concurrent buffer which has K inputs, L outputs, and 
zero internal capacity, with a concurrent buffer which has 1M inputs, N 
outputs, and zero internal capacity should satisfy the specification of a 
concurrent buffer which has K + 1M inputs, L+ N outputs, and zero internal 
capacity. 
In this paper, we choose two requirements from the above list. We prove in the 
remainder of this section that a single-input, single-output concurrent buffer satisfies 
the specification of a linear buffer. In the next section we show that the concatenation 
of a single-output concurrent buffer with K inputs and size L with a single-input 
concurrent buffer with M outputs and size N satisfies the specification of a concur- 
rent buffer with K inputs, N outputs, and size L+ N. 
5.1. A single-input single-output concurrent bu$er 
Let B be a concurrent buffer of size M with a single input w and a single output 
r. Then based on the specification presented in the previous section, B is specified 
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as follows. (The input vector of variables simply becomes w and the output vector 
of variables simply becomes r.) 
initially r = 0 in B 
w = e unless w < e in B 
r = e unless e < r in B 
(VF :: CB. hypo in F a CB1 .conc in B 1 F) 
where, CB.hypo : : 
w = e unless e X w, 
r = e unless r i e, and 
(SO) 
(SO 
W) 
(S3) 
e E I? A e # w unless false, 
and CB.conc : : 
out E in, 
linl-loutl-(+i : w#0 : l)cM-1, 
e E F A e # r unless false, 
i(e <““‘f A f Gin e), for all e,J 
linl>loutl A r=(b A loutl=k c-) loutl>k, and 
linlCloutl+M A w#@ - w=0 
(CO) 
(Cl) 
(C2) 
(C3) 
(C4) 
(W 
5.2. A linear bu$er 
Our specification of a linear bu!kr is based on Misra’s specification as presented 
in [ 111. Consider a linear buffer B of size M with an input variable w and an output 
variable r. The specification of its interface with the environment as is in the 
concurrent buffer case: the output variable r is empty initially, B does not write a 
non-0 data item to the input variable w, and B writes a non-0 data item to tk 
output variable r only if it is 0. 
initially r = 0 in B ( TOI 
w = e unless w < e in B (TO 
r=e unless e<r in B ( T2) 
The rest of the specification is again presented as a conditional property 
WF : : B.hypo in F + B.conc in B 0 F) (T3) 
where B.hypo is the set of interface properties for a correct environment, and B.conc 
is the set of properties that B will satisfy when interacting with a correct environment. 
The set of properties B.hypo assuming that the environment F does not write any 
duplicates is as follows: 
w = e unless e < w, 
r = e unless r < e, and 
e E r3 A e # w unless fake 
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Observe that B.hypo = CB.hypo. The specification of B.conc is based on two new 
auxiliary variables hw and hr that represent he history of the input variable w and 
the output variable r respectively. The definition of these variables is based on the 
generic format for auxiliary variables described earlier. 
Initially hw and hr are assigned the data item in w and r respectively. 
initially hw = w, and 
initially hr = r 
Auxiliary variable hw is extended by the data item in w each time w gets a new 
value. However, since 0 is the identity element of concatenation, hw remains 
unchanged when 0 is placed in w. Similarly, auxiliary variable hr is extended by 
the data item in r each time r gets a new value. 
hw=x n w=eunless hw=x;w A w#e 
hr=x A r=e unless hr=x;r n rfe 
Note that e E hw = e E in, and e E hr = e E out, for any non-0 data item e. Con- 
sequently, ]hw] = linl, and lhrl = lout1 (1x1 denotes the length of sequence x, XE. y 
denotes that sequence x is a prefix of sequence y and xc y denotes that sequence 
x is a proper prefix of sequence y). Also, observe that 
hw = x unless w # 0, 
e#0 A (x;e;y;f) c hw * e&‘f; 
w#0 A eehw + w<‘“e,and 
echw A e#@ A w+e+ed”w 
Analogous properties can be stated for hr and *Our. 
The first property that a linear buffer should satisfy is that the output history 
should be a prefix of the input history. 
hrc hw (BO) 
The second property that a buffer of size M should satisfy is that the number of 
data items stored should not exceed M. 
lhwl G lhrl+ M W) 
The property of no duplicates in the output that we had stated in case of concurrent 
buffers (property C2) is no longer required because it follows from the fact that 
there are no duplicates in the input (B.hypo) and property BO. In addition to the 
above safety properties, a linear buffer should also satisfy some progress properties. 
The first progress property is that if the buffer is not empty “hen it eventually 
produces a data item at the output 
lhw(>lhr( I+ r$0 u-w 
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Analogously, the second progress property asserts that if the buffer is not full then 
it eventually consumes a data item from the input. 
lhwl c l!w(+A4 H w=fd (B3) 
The set of properties B.conc consists of four properties-BO, Bl, B2, and B3. 
5.3. Proof of implementation 
In order to prove that a single-input, single-output concurrent buffer implements 
a linear buffer we have to show that the two buffers have the same interface and 
that the specification of a single-input, single-output concurrent buffer implies the 
specification of a linear buffer. It is evident that both the buffers have the same 
interface consisting of variables w and r. Therefore, it remains to show that 
Since SO s TO, Sl s Tl, and S2 = T2, our proof obligation reduces to 
(SOAS~AS~AS~) * T3 
Further, since CB 1. hypo = B. hypo and B. cone = BOA Bl A B2 A B3, our proof obliga- 
tion becomes 
(S0~SLS2A(cB.hypo in F)~CB.conc) + (BOAB~~~AB~) 
In what follows, we prove properties BO, Bl, B2, and B3 successively by assuming 
the antecedent. (Unless specified otherwise, all properties are of the composite 
program B 0 F in the remainder of the section.) 
5.3.1. Proof of BO 
We have to show that hrE hw is an invariant. Since r = 0 initially, hr =0 is true 
initially. Consequently, hrc hw holds initially. Therefore, it suffices to show that 
hr c hw unless fake holds in B [ F. We use the union theorem in proving this 
property. We prove that hr E hw unless fake holds in B and F separately and assert 
that it holds in B 0 F by using the union theorem. 
Proof of hrr= kw unless false in F. 
Notation. All properties in this proof are of program F. 
hr=y A r=e unless &=(y;r) A r#e , definition of hr 
r= e unless r< e 9 CB. hypo 
hr=y A r =e unless hr=y A r# e 9 conjunction 
(0) hr = y Gess false 9 Corollary 0 
hw = x A w = e unless hw=(x;w) A w#e , definition of hw 
W= e unless e < w 9 CB. hypo 
hw = x A w = e unless hw=(x; w) A w#fd 9 conjuncrion 
hw = x unless hw = (x; 1 W) A W#@ 9 disjunction 
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hw=x A hr=yunless hw=(x; w) n hr=y n w#0 
9 conjunction with (0) 
(1) hw=x A hr=y A yc:x unless 
hw=(x;w) A hr=y A yrx n w#@ x, y are free 
hw=x A hr=y n hrrhw unIess hw#x A hr=‘y n hrc,hw 
3 weakening 
hr Er, hw unless f&e , Corollary 0 V 
Proof of hrc hw unless faZse in B. 
Notation. All properties in this proof are of program B. 
By a derivation similar to that of (l), 
hw=x n hr=y A ycx unless hw=x A hr=(y;r) A yr=x A r#Q) 
Now, consider the consequent of the above property. 
hw==x A hr=(y;r) n y~x A rjq 
a {r#0 * (rehr = r~ out), and by CO, outs in)’ 
hw=x n rdn A hr=(y;r) A ygx A r#fl 
+ (r#@ * (r&n = rehw), and 
r # 0 A hr = (y; r) * r ti y as there are no duplicates} 
hw=x A rehw A rtiy A hr=(y;r) A yZx A r#@ 
* (rEhw A r&y /\ yr=hw * (32 :: (y;z; r)fhw)} 
hw=x n hr=(y;r) A r#@ A (32 :: (y;z;r)Ehw) 
=3 (e#fl h eEz A (y;z;r)Eew * ed*r) 
hw=x A hr=(y;r) A r#fi A 
(32 :: (y;z;r)chw A (ife : effl A ecz : e~‘“r)) 
* (e f 0 .E\ e E z A (y; z; r)c hw ---r, e E y as there are no duplicates} 
hw=x A hr=(y;r) A r#0 A 
(32 :: (y;z;r)chw A (Ve : e#@ A eEz : eEy A e&t)) 
=3 (e EZ y A e 4”’ r A hr = (y; r) + e @ hr as gin is irreflexive} 
hw=x A hr=(y;r) A r#@ A 
(32 :: (y;z;r)zhw A (ve : e#fd A eEz : ed” r A eghr)) 
=3 {r#Cb A e&hr + reoUre} 
hw=x A hr=(y;r) A r#fij A 
(32 :: (y;z;r)Ehw A (Ve : e#@ A eEz : e-d”r A r<oUte)) 
+ {by C3, +e ein r A r eoouf e)) 
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hw=x A hr=(y;r) A t#0 A (32 :: (y;z;r)chw A z=@ 
* (predicate calculus} 
hw=x A hr=(y; r) A r#fl A (y;r)chw 
+ {predicate calculus} 
hw=x A h&y A hrc,hw 
Consequently, using the above derivation to 
property given at the beginning of the proof, 
weaken consequent of the 
hw=x A hr=y A y~x unless hw=x A hr#y A hrr,hw. 
Rewriting the antecedent, 
hw=x A hr=y A hrchw unless hw=x A hr#y A hrchw. 
By Corollary 0, 
hrc hw unless false, 
which is the desired result. V 
53.2. Proof of B1 
~i+~o+(+i : w#0 : l)SA:‘-1 
(+i : w#@ : l)sl 
Ii+loutl~ M 
lhwl= linl and lhrl= lout1 
Ihw(<Ihrl+M 
, property Cl 
9 singleton range for i 
, arithmetic 
9 properties of hw and hr 
, arithmetic V 
5.3.3. Proof of B2 
linl>loutl A r=0 A Joutl=k - Ioz+k ,property C4 
lhwl= linl and lhrl= lout1 properties of hw and hr 
lhwl > lhri A r = 0 A lhr1 = k H 1 hr) > k 1 substitution axiom 
1 hrl = k unless r # $9 9 property of hr 
lhwl>lhrl A r=@ A Ihr)=k H r#8 , PSP theorem 
(hw(>Ihr( A r=fl H r#p) 9 disjunction over k 
lhwl>lhrl A r#fl H r#(b 9 implication rule 
(hwl>(hr( H r#@ , disjunction V 
53.4. Proof of B3 
linl<loutl+M A w#fl I+ w=@ 
lhwl= linl and lhrl= lout1 
lhwl<lhrl+M A w#fl I+ w=fl 
lhwl<lhrl+M A w=Q) I+ w=p) 
(hw!<[hr(+M I+ w=@ 
9 property C5 
9 properties of hw and hr 
, substitution axiom 
9 implication rule 
disjunction V 9 
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6. Composition of specific concurrent buffers 
Concurrent buffers do not compose in general. This is because the precedence of 
data items is not preserved across different output-input pairings. For example, 
consider a concurrent buffer F with two outputs r0 and rl, and a concurrent buffer 
G with two inputs w0 and wl. Let us pair the outputs of F with the inputs of G: r0 
with w0 and rl with wl, and test if the composition of F and G is also a concurrent 
buffer. Consider two data items e and e’ that appear at the input of F such that e 
precedes e’. From the specification of F, e’ does not precede e at the output of E 
However, it is possible that e and e’ appear simultaneously at the output of F (and 
at the input of G). Therefore, from the specification of G, it is possible that e’ 
precedes eat the output of G and consequently, the composition of F and G violates 
the specification of a concurrent buffer. Though concurrent buffers do not compose 
in general, there are specific ways of composing concurrent buffers such that the 
resulting object is also a concurrent buffer. We discussed some of these compositions 
in the previous section. In this section we show that a single-output concurrent 
buffer composes with a single-input concurrent buffer such that the size of the 
res&ing concurrent buffer is the sum of the sizes of the two constituent concurrent 
buffers. 
Let CBl be a concurrent buffer of size M with K inputs w.i and one output s. 
Let CB2 be a concurrent buffer of size N with one input s and L outputs r.j. Let 
CB = CBl 0 CB2 (see Fig. 2). We show that CB is a concurrent buffer with K 
inputs, L outputs, and size M + N. (In the general case, it is possible to replace the 
w.i 
L 
L _ CBl S ), CB2 
CB 
r.j 
Fig. 2. Composition of concurrent buffers. 
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single variable s by a single-input, single-output buffer B of size P. Then, 
CBl 0 B 0 CB2 is a concurrent buffer of size M + N + I?) 
The definitions of auxiliary variables a, G, and S are as before. Auxiliary variable 
in is defined to be the union of sets z and auxiliary variable out is defined to be 
the union of sets 3 as before. Auxiliary variable mid is defined to be set d We 
assume that ein captures the precedence of data items at the input of CBl and CB, 
4 Our captures the precedence of data items at the output of CB and CB2, emid 
captures the precedence of data items at the output of CBl, and emid captures the 
precedence of data items at the input of CB2. Note that emid’ is not necessarily 
equal to *mid2. However, it is possible to show the following relationships beL*veen 
4 mid1 and +mid2: 
e <mid2f + e *mid1 x 
e grnid’f A s # e * e emid2f, 
ecmid A e#f * eemid’f v f +mid’e, and 
ecmid A s#e * e<mid’s 
In order to prove the composition of CBl and CB2, we have to show that the 
specifications of CBl and CB2 imply that CB = CBl 0 CB2 satisfies the 
specification of a concurrent buffer of size M + IV For convenience, we first repeat 
the specifications of CB 1, CB2, and CB obtained from Section 4. 
6.1. Specification of CBl 
initially s = 0 in CBl 
(Vi :: w.i = e unless w.i< e) in CBl 
s=e unless e<s in CBl 
(VG :: CBl.hypo in G a CBl.conc in CBl 0 G) 
where, CBLhypo :: 
(Vi :: w.i= e unless e i w.i) 
s=e unless s<e 
e E w.i A e # w.i unless false, for all i and e, and 
Z&Z={ }, for all i, k, 
and CBl.conc :: 
mid c in 
linl-lmidl-(+i : w.i#QI : l)cM-K 
e E S A e # s unless false, for all e 
i(e emid f A f eifl e), for all e, f 
linl>lmidl A s=@ A Imidl=k H Imidl>k 
(+i : w.i#(b : l)=t A t>O A linl-lmidl-t<M-K I+ 
(+i : w.i#@ : l)# t 
W’) 
W) 
( S2’) 
(S3’) 
(CO’) 
(Cl’) 
(C2’) 
(C3’) 
(C4’) 
(CU 
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6.2. specijbtion of CB2 
initially (Vj :: r~ = 8) in CB2 
s==e unless S<e in CB2 
(Vj :: r,i= e unless e x r.j) in CB2 
(VH :: CB2.hypo in H * CB2.cotlc in CB2 1 W) 
where, CBZ.liypo :: 
s=e unless e<s 
(Vj :: rJ= e unless r@ e) 
e E S A e # s unless fuke, for all e, 
and CB2.conc :: 
out c mid 
(+I : s#fl : l)<N-1 
unless false, for all j and e 
r,inr.k={}, for all j,k 
7(e +P’f A f emid e), for all e, f 
A (3j :: rJ=O) A loutI= k H loutI> k 
+N A s#@ - s=@ 
(So”) 
WI”) 
(S2”) 
(S3”) 
(Con) 
(Cl”) 
(C20”) 
(C21”) 
(C39 
(C4”) 
(CS’) 
6.3. Specification of CB 
(SO) 
(SO 
(W 
(S3) 
initially (Vj : : rJ = 0) in CB 
Qti :: w.i = e unless w.i -C e) in CB 
00 :: rJ= e unless e x r,i) in CB 
(VF :: CB.hypo in F * CB.corrc in CB 0 F) 
where, CB.hypo :: 
(Vi :: w.i = e unless e < bv. i) 
(Vj :: rJ= e unless rJ < e) 
e E w.i A e # w.i unless false, for all i and e, and 
Znw.k={ }, for all & S 
and CB Lconc : : 
out C in (CO) 
linl-loutI-(+i : w.if(b : ~)GM+N-K (Cl) 
e c 3 A e f rJ unless fulse, for all j and e (C20) 
gnr.k=(}, for all j, k (C21) 
7(e *O”‘f A f 4” e), for all e, f W3) 
linl>loutl A (3j :: r.j=@ A loutI= k - loutI> k (C4) 
(+i : w.i#@ : l>=t A t>O A linl-)outl-t<M+N-K * 
(+i : w.i#fl : l)# t (W 
6.4. Proof of correctness of CB 
We have to show that CB = CBl 0 CB2 satisfies properties SO, Sl, S2, and S3. 
In this proof we are allowed to use SO’, Sl’, S2’, S3’, SO’, Sl’, S2’, and S3’ as axioms. 
Proof of 
Proof of 
Proof of 
SO. Observe the following for any r,j: 
initially r.j = 0 in CB2 s property SOL’ 
initially r.j = 0 in CBl 0 CB2 9 CBI does not access u.j 
initially r.j = 0 in CB 9 CB=CBl 0 CB2 V 
Sl. Observe the following for any w.i: 
w.i = e unless ~9.i < 4 in Cl31 
w.i = e unless fulse in CB2 
w.i = e unless w.i< e in CBl 1 CB2 
w.i = e unless w.i < e in CB 
property St’ 
CB2 does not access w.i 
union theorem 
CB=CBl 1 CB2 V 
52. Observe the following for any rd 
rJ = e unless e i r.j in CB2 s property S2” 
rJ = e unless fake in CB1 9 CBl does not access rd 
r.j = e unless e < r.j in CB1 0 CB2 , union theorem 
r.j = e unless e < r.j in CB 5 CB=CBl Q CB2 V 
This completes the proof of the unconditional properties of CB. We assume them 
as axioms in the remainder of the proof. For the proof of the remaining property 
CB.hypo. Let G= CB2 0 F and H = 
for CBl and H is an environment for 
S3, let F be any environment satisfying 
CBl 0 E Note that G is an environment 
CB2. Also, 
CB1 0 G=CB2 0 H=CB \ E 
We have to prove that CB 0 F satisfies the 
three steps. In the first siep we prove that 
CB.hypo in F + CBLhypo in G 
Consequently, it follows from property S3’ 
in CB 0 F). In the next step we prove that 
properties in CB.conc. This proof is in 
(Step 0) 
that CBl.conc holds in CBl 0 G (i.e., 
(CB.hypo in F A CBl.conc in CB [ F) * CB2.hypo in H (Step 1) 
Consequently, it follows from property 53” that CB2.conc holds in CB2 1 H (i.e., 
in CB 0 F). In the third and final step we prove that 
(CB.hypo in F A CBl.conc in CB 0 F A CB2.conc in CB 0 F) a 
CB.conc in CB 0 F, (Step 2) 
64.1. Proof of Step 0 
This proof is in four parts, one for each conjunct of CB.l hypu. 
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Proof of w.i = e unless e < w.i in G. 
w.i = e unless e < w.i in F 
w.i = e unless false in CB2 
w.i = e unless e < w-i in CB2 0 F 
w.i = e unless e < a.i in G 
Proof of s=e unless s<e inlG. 
s = e unless false in F 
s = e unless s -K e in CB2 
s=e unless s<e in CB20 F 
s=e unless s<e in G 
Proof of eEw.i A e#w.i unkssfilse in G. 
ecz A ef w.i unless false in F 
e E w.i A e # w.i unla false in CB2 
eE= A e# w.i unless false in CB20 F 
ef= A e# w.i unless false in G 
‘) CB. hypr, 
, CB2 does not access w.i 
, union theorem 
9 G=CB2 0 F V 
, F does not access s 
9 property S 1 M 
, union theorem 
3 G=CB20 F V 
CB. hypo 
CB2 does not access w.i 
union theorem 
G=CB2 0 F V 
Proof of anw.k={ } in G. 
anw.k=(} in F 
znw.k= ( } unless false in CB2 
anw.k=(} in CB20 F 
znw.k={} in G 
9 CB. hypo 
, CB2 does not access w.i or w. k 
, union theorem 
9 G=CB2 0 F V 
6.4.2. Roof of Step 1 
Proofs of 
s=e unless exs in H, and 
rJ = e unless rJ < e in H 
are similar to the proofs in Step 1. Proof of e E S A e # s unless false in H follows 
from property C2’ and the union theorem. V 
6.4.3. Proof of Step 2 
Notation. Unless specified ctherwise, all properties are of program CB 0 E 
This proof is in seven parts, one for each conjunct of CB.conc. 
Proof of co, 
mid c in 
out C mid 
out C in 
3 property CO’ 
9 property CO” 
3 set theory V 
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Proof of Cl. 
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Imidl-~mtl-(+~ : s#@ : 1)~ N-l , property Cl” 
(+I : sz0 : 1)al 9 singleton range for I 
l~&+loutl6 N , arithmetic 
linl-lmidl-(+i : w.i#Q) : l)SM-K, property Cl’ 
linl-lo+(+i : w.i#@ : l)<M+N-K 
9 adding above inequalities V 
Proof of C20 and CX Follows directly from properties C20” and C21”. V 
Proof of c3. 
e <““‘f 
* (eeourf * eeout A e#f} 
eeout A e#f A eeouff 
3 (property C3”) 
e E out A e #f A 7(f emid e) 
* {predicate calculus} 
(eEout A e#f A 7(femid2e) A s#f) u 
(eEout A e#f A s=f) 
* (f @d’ e A s#f * femid2e) 
(ecout A e#f A 7(femid’ e)) u (ecout h s#e A s=f) 
a (out c mid, by CO”} 
(eemid A e#f A l(fgmid’ e)) u (eemid A s#e A s=f) 
+ {eEmid A e#f + f emid’ e u e -CidLJ and 
eemid A s#e * eemidls) 
e grnid’f 
* {property C3’) 
i(f ein e) 
Proof of c4. 
(0) 
lmid I= k unless false in CB2 
lout1 = k unless lout1 > k in CB2 
Imid = k A lout1 = k unless 
mid not modified by CB2 
monotonicity of out 
Imid = k A lout1 > k in CB2 
1 
conjunction 
Imid = k A lout1 = k unless faZse in CB2 out c mid by CO” 
V 
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Imid) = k unless lntidl> k in H 9 monotonicity of mid 
lout1 = k unless fake in H out not modified by H 
Imid = k n lout1 = k unless Imidl> k n loutf= k in H 
Imid = k n lout1 = k unless 
(I) lmidl = k n lout1 = k unless 
lin I> k unless false 
Imid = k unless Irnidl> k 
midl> lout) in i 
conjunction 
¶ weakening 
midI> loutI , union with (0) 
9 monotonicity of in 
9 monotonicity of mid 
linl> k n Imid = k unless Imid > k conjunction 
linl> k n Imid = k n iout1 = k unless Imid ; lout1 
, conjunction with (1) 
(2) linl> Imid n Imid = lout1 unless Imid > lout1 
9 disjunction over k 
Imidl<loutl+N n sZ0 - s=0 Y property C 5” 
Imidl<lout)+N n s=0 - s=0 9 implication rule 
Imidl<loutl+N c-, s=@ 9 disjunction 
lmid I= lout1 3 lmid I( lout1 + N , N>O 
Imid) = lout1 c-, s = 0 9 strengthening 
(3) linl> Imid n Imid = lout1 - 
(linl>lmidl n Imidl=loutl n s=0) v Imidl> lout1 
, PSP with (2) 
linl>lmidl n Imidl=k n s=0 I+ lmidJ>k 
property C4’ 
linl> Imid n Imid = k n loutl= k n s =0 A Imidl> lout1 
PSP with (I) 
linl> )midl n Imid = lout1 n s =0 - lrnidl; lout1 
disjunction over k 
iin’; ‘“,“’ ;3pidl = lout1 - Imidl> lout1 1 transitivity with (3) 
out = n l : : r.j = 0) unless lout1 > k property of out 
linl>lrnidl n Imidl=loutl n loutl=k n (3j’:: r.j=0) H 
(Imidl> lout1 n lout1 = k n (3j 
Imid > lout1 n lout1 - k n (3j :: 
‘in/> lyi? n Imid = lout1 n lout 
out > 
:: r.j=@) v loutI> k 
, PSP theorem 
r.j=@) - loutl>k 
property C4’ 
=k n (3j’:: r.j=p)) I+ 
9 transitivity 
(<linl>lmidl n lmidl= loutI) v Imidl> loutI) n 
loutI= k n (3j :: r.j=@) - (out(>k disjunction 
linl> lout1 n Imid lout! n lout1 = k n (3j :: r.j =0) - 
loud > k strengthening 
linl> lout1 n lout1 = k n ($ :: r~ =0) - loAl> k 
3 mid 2 out by CO” v 
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Proof of CS. The proof is based on safety property C 1’ and progress properties 
C4’, CS, and CS’. We skip the proof for brevity. V 
This completes the proof of the fact that CB = CBl 0 CB2 is a concurrent buffer 
of size M + N. Note that the proof of progress property C4 for CB is based not 
only on the corresponding progress properties C4’ and C4” of CBl and CB2 but 
also on the progress property CS’. This implies that if we drop progress property 
C5 from the specification of concurrent buffers, the resulting specification does not 
compose. This is an instance where testing the compositionality of specifications 
helps us in writing a specification that is complete. 
7. A concurrent buffer implementation 
In this section we define an implementation of a concurrent buffer CB with M 
inputs, N outputs, and size M. (Note that the internal capacity of CB is zero.) 
Program CB nondeterministically chooses a non-g input variable w.i and a 0 output 
variable r.j, and swaps their contents. All the output variables are initialized to 0. 
The program is as follows. 
Program CB 
initially 
(Vj :: r.j=(d) 
assign 
(0 i, j :: w.i, r,i := t-J, w.i if w.i#fl A r_j=@) 
end CB 
Following the specification in Section 4, we have to prove that program CB 
satisfies properties SO, Sl, S2, and S3. The proof of SO follows from the initial 
conditions. The proof of Sl follows from the fact that 0 is the only value assigned 
to an input variable. Similarly, the proof of S2 follows the fact that an output 
variable is modified only when it is 0. 
For the proof of the conditional property S3 we assume an environment F 
satisfying CBhypo and prove that CB 0 F satisfies CB.conc. The set of properties 
CB.conc consists of seven properties CO, Cl, C20, C21, C3, C4, and C5. In the 
proof of these properties, we can assume the definitions of auxiliary variables as 
axioms. However, we note that auxiliary variables q, ein, and eou’ are modified 
by the transitions of CB alone and incorporate them in the text of program CB. 
Consider the assignment statement s.i.j defined as follows from the above program: 
s.i.j :: w.i, r.j := t-4, w.i if w.i#@ A rj=O 
This statement produces a new data item in r.j. Therefore, in accordance with the 
axioms for q9 the data item in w.i should be added to the set q with the successful 
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execution of this statement, i.e., the new assignment statement should be as follows: 
s.i,i 
II 
q:=Kju(w.i} if w.i#0 I\ Ej=0 
The initial value of r.j is also defined according to the axioms: initially r.j = ( }. 
Each time statement s.i.j is successfully executed, a data item e is removed from 
w.i. Therefore, in accordance with the axioms for *j”, predicate e gin&f should be 
set to true for all those data items f that do not belong to in. Incorporating this 
change, we obtain the following assignment statement: 
s.i..j 
II 
$=Xju{w.i} if w.i#0 A rJ=0 
II 
(Vf : fEin : w.id”f:= true if w.i#0 n r.j=0) 
Initially, e -8” f is set to false for all e, f: 
Each time statement s.i.j is successfully executed, a data item e is produced in 
r.j. Therefore, in accordance with the axioms for <Our, predicate e eou’f should be 
set to true for all those data items f that do not belong to out. Incorporating this 
change, we obtain the following assignment statement: 
s.iJ 
II 
Tj:=Tju(w.i} if w.i#0 A rJ=0 
II 
(Vf : f&in : w.id”f:= true if w.i#@ I\ r.j=@) 
II 
(Vf : J”e out : w.i eour f:= true if w.i#@ A rJ=@ 
Initially, e <Our f is set to false for all c,,b: We obtain the program in Fig. 3 after 
incorporating the definitions for 3, gin, and 4”“‘. 
In the remainder of the proof of correctness of program CB, we no longer need 
to assume the axioms for q, e’“, and <Out. However, we still need to assume the 
definitions of H’.i, in, and out as axioms because these have not been incorporated 
into the program. We consider the proof of properties in CB.conc, CO-C5, separately. 
Proof of CO. We have to show that n*nr A c in is an invariant of the program CB 0 E 
Because out is empty initially, the invariant holds in the initial state of the program. 
It remains to show that out E in unless false holds in CB 0 F. 
Property out C in unless fuke holds in F because set in is monotonically increasing 
and F does not modify out. It is shown below that property out c in unless false 
holds in CB. The desired proof then follows from the union theorem. 
Notation. All properties in the following proof are of program CB. 
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Program CB 
initially 
(Vj :: rJ = (d) 
(V-j ;: Y$=(}) 
(Ve,f :: i(eg’“f) A i(e 4”“‘f)) 
assign 
(0 i, j :: w.i, I$= rj, w.i. if w.i #fl A rj = 
II 
z:=+{w.i} if w.if@ A r,i=f$ 
II 
) 
end CB 
(VJ : fg in : w.i 4”f:= true if w.i Z 0 n r_j =0) 
II 
(Vf : f g out : w.i +""'f := true if w.i f 0 A r.j = 0) 
Fig. 3. An implementation of concurrent buffer. 
OUt=x A (Vi :: w.i=e.i) unless (3i : e.i#Q) : out=xu(e.i)) 
9 program CB 
in = y rankss jalse 9 CB does not modify in 
Out =x A in =y A (Vi :: w.i=e.i) unless 
(3 : e.i#0 : out=xv(e.i) A in =y) conjunction 
OUt=X A in=y A xcy A (Vi :: w.i=e.i)un;ess 
(3 : e.i#0 : out=xu(e.i) A in=y A xcy) 
9 x, y are free 
w.iE out h (w.i=fl v w.ic in) 9 property of CB 
OUt=X A in=y A Xcy A 
(Vi :: w.i= e.i A w.iL out A (w.i = fd v w.i E in)) unless 
(X:e.i#(b:out=xv(e.i) A in=y A xcy) 
, substitution axiom 
OUt=X A in=y A Xcy A 
(Vi :: w.i= e.i A e.iEx A (e.i+ v e.iEy)) unless 
(3: e.i#@: out=xv(e.i) A in =y h xcy) 
9 predicate calculus 
OUt=X A in=y A Xcy A 
(Vi :: w.i= e.i A e.iEx A (e.i=fd A e.iEy)) unless 
(3: e.iZfl: out=xu(e.i) A in=y A xcy A 
e.igx A (e.i=@ v e.iEy)) 9 x, y, e.i are free 
OUt=X A in=y A Xcy A 
(Vi :: w.i= e.i A w.igout A (w.i=g v w.iE in)) unless 
@i:e.i#fl:out=xu(e.i) P, in=y A xQ A 
e.itix A e.iEy) 3 predicate calculus 
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w.ieout A (w.i=o) v w.iEin) 9 property of CB 
out=x A in=y A xGy A (Vi :: w.i=e.i) unless 
(3i:e.i#@:out=xu(e.i) h in=y A xcy A 
e.iEx A e.ify) , substitution axiom 
out=x A in=y A outGin h (Vi :: w.i=e.i)unless 
outfx A in=y A outGin 9 weakening 
out=x A in=y A outGin unless outfx A in=y A outGin 
, disjunction over e.i 
out C in unless false , Corollary 0 V 
Proof of Cl. We first state (without a proof) the following invariant of CB 0 F: 
linl- lout1 = (+i : w.i f 0 : 1) (0 
In other words, the difference between the sizes of in and out equals the number 
of nonempty input variables. To prove property Cl we have to show that 
li+loutl-(4-i: w.i#Q): 1&O 
which follows immediately from the above invariant. V 
Proof of C20 and C21. The proof of these two properties follows from the assump- 
tion that the environment does not write any duplicates and the fact that the contents 
of an input variable is copied to an output variable at most once. For brevity, we 
do not elaborate this proof any further. V 
P-f of C3. We have to show that i(f <“‘4’ e A e d”f) is an invariant of program 
CB 1 E We prove below that e ein f * e e”“‘f is an invariant of CB 0 E Because 
the relation eour is an irreflexive partial order (Section 4.2), it follows that 
l(f <Our e A e dn f) is an invariant of CB 0 F, as required. 
The proof that e ei’@ f + e duff (name it predicate J) is an invariant of CB 1 F 
is as follows. Since e *‘“f is false initially, J holds initially. It remains to show that 
J unless false holds in CB 0 E 
Because program F does not modify &’ or e”“‘, property J unless false holds 
in E It is shown below that property J unless false also holds in CB. The desired 
proof then follows from union theorem. 
hkmtion. All properties in the following proof are of program CB. 
i(e -d”f) unless e -d*f A fE in A (Vg : gsz! out: e eou’g) 
, property of CB 
l(e g’“f) unless e 4”f A fgout A (Vg: gfhur . e e”“‘g) 
l(e ei”f) unless e Sinf A e 4O”‘f 
e ein f A e eou’f unless false 
i(e ginf) v e eoU’f unless false 
e ein f * e goU’f unless false 
9 otr,t c in by CO 
9 weakening 
9 property of CB 
9 disjunction 
9 predicate calculus V 
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Proof of C4. We have to prove that 
linl> loutl A (3j :: r.j =@) A lout1 = k H lout1 > k in CB IF 
The proof is as follows. 
w.i #@ A rJ =@ A lout1 = k unless lout1 > k in CB 
9 property of CB 
(w.i#(b A r.j=@ A loutI= k}s.i.j{loutl> k} 
w.i # 0 A r.j =fl A lout1 = k ensures lout1 > k in CB’ 
definition of s.i.j 
, definition of ensures 
w.i # 0 A r.j = f8 A lout1 = k unless fuke in F CB. hypo 
w.i#(b A r.j=@ A lout;= k ensures loutI> k in C’i[ F 
, union theorem 
w.i#(b A r.j=@ A loutl=k I+ lout(>k in CBD F 
, definition of I+ 
(3 :: w.i#@ A (3j :: r.j=@ A Ioutl=k H 
loutI> I: in CB 0 F 5 disjunction 
linl>loutl * (3 :: w.i#(b) , invariant Z 
linl>loutl A (3j :: r.j=@ A loutl=k I+ loutl>k in CBO F 
9 strengthening V 
Proof of CS. We have to show that 
(+i : w.i#(b : l)=n A n>O A Ii+loutl-n<O H 
(+i : w.i#(b : l)#n 
As a consequence of invariant I, the antecedent of the above property reduces to 
false and consequently, the progress property is satisfied trivially. This completes 
the proof of property CS and hence, the proof of correctness of the implementa- 
Con. 
1 Concluding remarks 
Specifications based on auxiliary variables present a significant advantage over 
specifications based on histories in that with auxiliary variables one can define the 
right level of abstraction and manipulate the specifications easily. As an example, 
consider the specification of concurrent buffers presented in Section 4. We define 
two auxiliary predicates &’ and &” that capture the precedence of data items at 
the input and at the output respectively. We did not define any auxiliary variable 
that would describe the relative orderiq of data items at the input and output 
(e.g., data item e is added at the input before data item f is removed from the 
output) because such relative orderings are not needed for the specification of a 
concurrent buffer. In the same vein, if our aim was to specify a concurrent set (or 
a priority queue), then we would not even need ein and 4”‘. Thus, the definition 
V 
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of auxiliary variables is dictated by the kind of object being specified. Moreover, 
the number and kind of auxiliary variabi+ needed varies with the complexity of 
the object. This is unlike specifications based on histories where one first defines a 
global history of the object irrespective of the object being specified [S, 7, lo]. 
Defining auxiliary variables by logical assertions also allows us to manipulate the 
specifications easier than specifications based on histories. This is evident from our 
proofs of compositionality of concurrent buffers. It is difficult to carry out the same 
kind of *j. formal proof in other approaches. 
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